RAISE YOUR PROFILE
within the physics community
IOP for postgraduates

“I’ve met some really great people through IOP events and the connections I’ve made have helped my career immensely.”

Niamh, Postgraduate, IOP Member

IOP Institute of Physics
Become a Member today
iop.org/member
Grow your professional network with discounted rates for IOP conferences

Access online resources through our Careers Hub to develop your skills for the workplace

Support your interests and career aspirations with volunteering and networking

Sit on IOP committees and enable your voice to be heard by the physics community across the UK and Ireland

Be the first to find out about research grants and travel bursaries

Connect with the leading physicists in your field through our special-interest groups, nations, and branches

Stay ahead of all physics related news with our monthly flagship magazine, Physics World

Take your career to the next level with a professional designation as a Chartered Physicist or Chartered Engineer
BECOME A MEMBER
FOR JUST £35 A YEAR

ASSOCIATE
for students, trainees, apprentices and technicians

MEMBER
for postgraduates, early, mid and experienced career professionals

FELLOW
highest grade for those at the peak of their career

Join the heart of the physics community

Become a Member today
iop.org/member